
How I react to or try to avoid pain

2) Write down thes three things about your type:

What drives me (and what I sacrifice to get it)

What I want (and what I settle for)

3 simple ways to 
grow in your type

NAME TYPE

1) Self-compassion: write this phrase in the box below: 

"Any growth I want will only come as I allow myself to be kind to myself, remembering

always, I am doing the best I can, with what I have, and where I'm at. I am enough, right

here, right now."

3) Self-observe for the next week and write down your findings, to share with a

mentor or coach. 



What drives me (and what I sacrifice to get it)

I am driven by needing to be good enough. I pursue this at all costs. I am

willing to sacrifice self-compassion and self-acceptance.

What I want (what I settle for)

I want goodness, I settle for order. 

How I react to or try to avoid pain

I push myself to do more, better and criticize myself along the way. If I

am my harshest critic, no one else will punish me. 

I am good enough. I am deserving of love. I am not too much. I rest in Holy perfection. I don't

need to fix everything. I can rest. Everything is as it should be. 

Type 1

Additional observations



What drives me (and what I sacrifice to get it)

I am driven by needing to be needed. I sacrifice my own well being and

connectedness to myself, my body, my desires in order to supply others with

what they need. 

What I want (what I settle for)

I want unconditional love, I settle for kindness.

How I react to or try to avoid pain

I work hard to be more attractive to others, making them like me, being

useful and helpful. 

I am lovable. My needs matter too. I deserve love ...period. No pre-requisites or earning it. 

I don't need to light myself on fire to keep others warm. There is abundant provision for all.

Type 2

Additional observations



What drives me (and what I sacrifice to get it)

I am driven by a need to be successful. I sacrifice connecting with my heart

and set my emotions aside to increase productivity.

What I want (what I settle for)

I want worth, I settle for image. 

How I react to or try to avoid pain

I try to out work pain, setting myself up for success, crafting an image

that is "admirable" even in the midst of pain. 

I am enough. My value lies in who I am, not what I do. I am worthy of love, even in the moments I

am not producing. Success is not the mark of my worth. 

Type 3

Additional observations



What drives me (and what I sacrifice to get it)

I am driven by a need to live an authentic and exceptional life. I sacrifice

being present in the mundane moments. 

What I want (what I settle for)

I want to belong. I settle for uniqueness. 

How I react to or try to avoid pain

I react to pain by making it beautiful, over associating with it,

embracing my victim-hood and sitting in melancholy. 

I am whole. There is nothing missing in me. I can be happy and have a beautiful life. 

I am not too much for this world. I have a place. I will not miss the beauty in front of me.

Type 4

Additional observations



What drives me (and what I sacrifice to get it)

I am driven by a need to be competent and in control of my own life. I will

sacrifice human connecting and interaction to maintain my sense of control.

What I want (what I settle for)

I want competency. I settle for knowledge. 

How I react to or try to avoid pain

I avoid pain by disconnecting from situations and even my own

emotions. I try to out think, use reason, understand it. 

I am safe. I can receive help and still be competent. I am strong. I can sit in mystery. 

I don't need to have everything figured out. I can trust. 

Type 5

Additional observations



What drives me (and what I sacrifice to get it)

I am driven by the need to be supported and safe. I will sacrifice trusting my

own intuition in order to adopt the protection of group think and protection. 

What I want (what I settle for)

I want loyalty. I settle for safety.

How I react to or try to avoid pain

I avoid pain by thinking ahead, considering all possible outcomes and

crafting a plan to maintain an illusion of control and safety. 

I can trust myself. There is support available for me. I am strong and capable. 

I have enough strength, wisdom and courage to be secue in this world. 

Type 6

Additional observations



What drives me (and what I sacrifice to get it)

I am driven to seek all the new and fulfilling experiences I can. I will sacrifice

the ability to say and enjoy one thing in order to experience another. 

What I want (what I settle for)

I want contentment. I settle for excitement.

How I react to or try to avoid pain

I avoid pain by out running it. Having multiple options available to me so

I am never trapped and can always escape. 

I can slow down and be present in this moment. I don't need more to be satisfied. 

I am enough, this moment holds satisfaction for me. 

Type 7

Additional observations



What drives me (and what I sacrifice to get it)

I am driven to protect myself from betrayal or control. I shut off my heart and

put up thick walls that keep others out but also keep love out. 

What I want (what I settle for)

I want protection. I settle for control. 

How I react to or try to avoid pain

I react to pain but shutting out and cutting off anyone and anything

that feels unsafe. 

I release what is not mine to control. I allow myself to trust others and I embrace vulnerability as

strength rather than weakness. 

Type 8

Additional observations



What drives me (and what I sacrifice to get it)

I am driven to protect my inner and outer peace. I will sacrifice my wants, my

needs, my personhood in order to maintain it. 

What I want (what I settle for)

I want peace. I settle for calm.

How I react to or try to avoid pain

I react to pain by numbing and disengaging from what is happening. I

disembody, retreat into my own mind (inner sanctum) and disappear. 

I matter. I can still find inner peace, even if there is chaos around me. Sometimes, the fight is

worth having. I will not lose connection with myself or others if I assert myself. I matter.

Type 9

Additional observations


